We are rich in Hope
Help scatter Seeds of Hope by sharing Signs of Hope.
Be Good News:
As a Baptized member of the Body of Christ - You are a sign of Hope in the World - whether you know it or not.
You have presence and power to change the very atmosphere wherever you are with a positive word like Hope.
An Invitation - Give a Sign of Hope to:
 yourself as you name the signs of hope within you as a beloved child of God
 someone who is a sign of hope through their being & actions reflecting Jesus
 a place where seeds of hope are shared & can grow in persons & community
The Baptized are rich in the Currency of Hope
Jesus' resurrection ushered Hope into the world. In Baptism, we are made new and now have this Hope within us.
It is ours to share. The more we share the Hope we have in Jesus -- the more our own Hope is renewed and our
joy is made complete. This renewed Hope and joy are the fuels for life & ministry.
Cost:
You decide what to donate. Grace-economics says as we give we will receive back more than enough. We
invite donations - give what you are able to give. Some have given service in making signs; some have given out
of their abundance as much as $175 a sign. We encourage you to give freely, for there is liberty there.
Signs of Hope in all Sizes
Type

Description

01. Simply
Hope

Recycled Wood with Hope hand painted
Roughly 10” x 2”

$12+

02. Branded
Hope
03. Hope on a
Stake

Branded hope by Boy Scouts
Roughly 10” x 2”
Perfect to put outside your church,
business, or Home—to let the world know Hope reigns here!
Varied Sizes

$12+

04. Palm
Hope

2 ¾“ hand painted
decorations ideal for your computer, dashboard—wherever
one might look often to be encouraged
1 ¾“ hand painted with designs

$7+

05. Pocket
Hope

Suggested Value

$25+

$5+

Order and have them shipped to you! Ideal gifts for Holidays or everyday.
Online at www.StGeorgestc.org, by calling 832-922-7022, or At the Kaleidoscope booth
Who makes the signs?
Pastor Robin Reeves, the Balderas Family, members of St. George’s Parish, and with the community — where
everyone belongs, no matter what: youth, other community members and churches, friends and family.
Who does it help?
Your donation will help us strengthen the wellness of families in Galveston County. St. George’s does this
through our family cooking class, teaching garden for kids, youth entrepreneur program, Harvey Relief, and
Healing following the Santa Fe Shooting. We are planting seeds of Hope for their future and wellness.

